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Problem, Solution, Customer

Problem

Usually, libertarian people don’t feel represented in the media in Brazil.
Is good that they want to be more represented in news media, a good
demand, and there is no problem with this. Libertarians would enjoy better
options for getting informed by a libertarian vision-oriented media in Brazil.

Solution

A libertarian news site called Z News.

Customer

Libertarian Brazilian and conservative young people what want more free
economics, freedom for life, democracy, and equal justice.

Competition, Comparative Advantages, and Strategy

Competition

1. Identify who your current competition is (Porter´s jockeying for position):

Name What they do Perceived Positioning

Crusoé
and O
Antagonista

A digital magazine and news site from
Marie Claire Publicações, they have a
great pro Lava Jato public.

Revista
Oeste

A capitalist digital magazine, but more
conservative than libertarian.

Gazeta do
Povo

A right diary digital journal.



Boletim da
Liberdade

Pro-Liberty and majority libertarian
news site.

Comparative Advantages and Strategy

They have more resources and biggest teams than mine to do more reportage.
Beyond this, they already have a name in the communication market.

My business is new and doesn’t have fame or a big team yet, but can specialize in
deeper reporting of Brazilian scenery. We can talk more about data, science,
behavior, environment, urbanism etc to take more attention from the people. We can
be more interesting and innovative. Beyond this, for being newest and smaller, we
can stay closer to our audience: they can make questions that can be new
reportages. We can publish every report on social media too, for example on
Instagram, other journalism companies do this, but they usually are more serious
and don’t keep the eyes of the public, so we can publish there in social media
formats.

Competency mapping

a) Organizational level:

Bring useful and reliable information at the right time.

b) Leadership level:

Leaders must know how to teach the team what is necessary, they must know how
to listen to their collaborators, and know how to respect each person who works on
the team. Leaders must also be workers. Leading is not just ordering. In addition,
leaders must also provide a psychologically healthy work environment and provide
the necessary security for team members to innovate. They must also know how to
solve problems as quickly and as best as possible, this includes a sensitivity to
listening to suggestions from the team. Ultimate and don't less important: leaders
must know how to demand performance and goals from the team.

c) Individual level:



Journalists: must write well (clear and understandable), be agile, have a good look at
the agenda (political vision and audience capacity within the editorial line of the
vehicle), and have good relationships with frequent sources or colleagues from other
vehicles.

Web designer: in addition to being able to make a beautiful layout, you must also
follow the needs of each subject, so you must be attentive to the writers and
meticulous with the arts you deliver.

Attendant: attentive, helpful, and patient to solve customer problems. They must
have the agility to talk to the customer and the team to solve their problem.

Manager: must have administrative knowledge and skills to organize the journal's
accounts: entries, exits, expenses with professionals, and so on. Must have good
social skills to get along with the rest of the team.

Cost structure

COSTS

WHAT HOW MUCH FREQUENCY

Journalist 1 R$ 7.000 Every month

Journalist 2 R$ 8.000 Every month

Web-designer R$ 5.000 Every month

Attendant R$ 3.000 Every month

Manager R$ 7.000 Every month

Divi Builder (US$ 249) R$ 1276,32 Once

Adobe Creative Cloud R$ 350,00 Every month

Site Host (Wordpress) R$ 70,00 Every month

Total in the first month: R$ 31.696,32. Total in the next months: R$ 30.420,00.
Total in the first year: R$ 366.316,32.

https://www.elegantthemes.com/join/


Pricing

Using the goal value of R$ 40.000 per month to have money to keep my business
(most than I need to have any security), I can have 8.000 subscribers supporting
with R$ 5 per month.

Goals

Year 1 2 3

Revenue Goal R$ 40.000,00 per
month

R$ 60.000,00 per
month

R$ 80.000,00 per
month

Subscribers 8.000 12.000 16.000

Evolution of
business

News site Magazine -


